
Notes ou phone call from Lillian Castellano Sunday October 3, 1965 about 2 pm 

vrs C telephoned just before the gathering of the clan; Maggie Field 

listened on the extension. 

Mrs C reported on a series of contacts with which she had 

sent the material on LHO "patsy" as well as copies of her letters to the WC. 

She had called attention to the business of the traffic signs (cropping of 

Willis slide) and Gov G's wounds & shots. She asked NEWSWEEK if there was a 

gentleman's agreement not to publish material raising doubt about the Wm 

findings. (This was denied???) NEWSWEEK expressed interest, sent irs C's 

material to their Washington bureau. Heard nothing further. Contacted the 

reporter (iiiss-—?) at her home finally, asking why no word. Miss X said 

"There is no answer." NEWSWEEK had found as many discrepancies (as lirs C) 

but with a Commission of such eminauce there was no way to argue with them. 

(Someone?) (Dallas surveyor?) had obtained 12 photos from Zapruder's 

position, 6 from Nix's, 4 from Muchmore's. Pictures very sharp and clear, 

can see what is behind Connally when he was shot--ie--jail and records bldg 

with bricks connecting the two bldgs on Houston Street--one window in middle 

section above a tree, from which trajectory in frame 244 would be consistent 

with Gov G's wounds. (Vince Salandria later dismissed this theory, no sign 

aiy person or any shots from there, and vastly greater distance, perhaps 560 yards.) 

Mrs © reminded me again, agents in May 1904 reenactment said to be seated 

on pillows, per NEWSWEEK of June 3, 1964--she thinks to conceal fact Gov U back 

not exposed to 6th floor TSBD window because high jump seat back intrudes. 

Mageie F and Mrs C had brief conversation, Maggie promised contact her 

on return Beverly Hills in Nov.


